
TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

UNDERTAKING TO THE
AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND CONSUMER COMMISSION

GIVEN FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTION 87B

BY

UNIDEN AUSTRALIA PTY LTD (ACN 001 865 498)

PERSON GIVING THE UNDERTAKING

(1) This undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) by Uniden Australia Pty Ltd, ACN 001 865 498 (Uniden)
of 345 Princes Highway, Banksia, in the State of New South Wales, pursuant to
section 87B of the Trade Practices Act (1974) (the Act).

BACKGROUND

(2) Uniden is a company incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 and, since 24
March 1980, has been registered in the State of New South Wales.

(3) Uniden manufacturers and wholesales telecommunication products through out
Australia.

(4) Amongst Uniden's telecommunication products are two-way radio receivers
including the model Atlantis 250 VHF marine handheld two-way radio (the
Marine Radio).

(5) The Marine Radio has been available to consumers in Australia since 31 August
2006.

(6) Some of Uniden's two-way radio receivers, both UHF and VHF models, have
different grades of water resistance.

(7) The Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) is an internationally respected standard
for 8 varying grades of water resistance in products tested in accordance with the
methods prescribed by the JIS. The JIS is not a standard which must be complied
with in Australia.

(8) Uniden advertises products available at various independent retail stockists to
potential consumers through various media, including the following:

(a) Uniden's website at http://www.uniden.com.au (Uniden's website); and

(b) Uniden product brochures and product packaging.



CONDUCT

(9)	 Uniden represented that its Marine Radio was waterproof and certified to meet the
world standard JIS4 waterproof level when in fact the Marine Radio was only
splash-proof as defined by JIS4.

(10) Specifically, Uniden made the following representations by the following means:

(a) On Uniden's website, the product description page for the Marine Radio
stated,

"This Waterproof VHF Marine handheld unit is ideal for mobile
marine communication. It is fully waterproof and Certified to meet the
world standard JIS4 waterproof level."

On the same page, the term waterproof also appeared in a prominent sized
font coupled with a circular symbol displaying three water droplets.
Located underneath the term and symbol was the following qualifying
information in a smaller sized font,

"Certified to meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level. Being
defined as having no harmful influence by receiving a splash of water
from any direction" (the Qualifying Statement).

(b) In a Uniden brochure advertising its two-way radio range, the extract
concerning the Marine Radio contained representations indicating the unit
was waterproof The Qualifying Statement defining the term waterproof
appeared in small font to the very far left of the term waterproof displayed
in its most prominent sized font.

In the same brochure, in the glossary of definitions, Uniden defined the
terms splash-proof and waterproof as follows:

Splash proof – Certified to meet the standard JIS2. Being defined as
having no harmful influence by drip of water falling from the range
covering 15 [degrees] from perpendicular.

Waterproof – Certified to meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level.
Being defined as having no harmful influence by receiving splash of water
from any direction.

(c) The Marine Radio's packaging also displayed the term waterproof in a
prominent sized font on the front of the package with the only Qualifying
Statement defining the term waterproof appearing in small sized font on
the back of the packaging.

(collectively referred to as the 'Representations')

Attached as `Annexure A' to this Undertaking is a sample of the three forms of
promotions referred to in paragraphs (10)(a), (b) and (c) above.

(11) In addition to the Representations concerning the Marine Radio's waterproof
qualities, Uniden also represented in respect of Uniden's own express warranty
for the Marine Radio the following:
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"In the event that the product does not conform to this warranty at any
time while this warranty is in effect, the warrantor at its discretion, will
repair the defect or replace and return it to [the owner] without charge for
parts and services. This warranty does not cover provide [sic] for the

reimbursement or [sic] incidental or consequential damages."

(referred to as the 'Warranty Representation')

(12) The ACCC was concerned the Representations described in paragraphs 10(a),
10(b) and 10(c) above, constituted conduct amounting to false and/or misleading
and deceptive conduct in contravention of sections 52, 53(a), 53(c) and 55 of the
Act. These sections provide:

(a) Section 52 – a corporation shall not, in trade or commerce, engage in
conduct that is misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead or deceive;

(b) Section 53(a) – a corporation is prohibited from falsely representing that
goods are of a particular standard, quality, value, grade, composition, style
or model or have had a particular history or particular previous use;

(c) Section 53(c) – a corporation is prohibited from falsely representing that
goods or services have sponsorship, approval, performance characteristics,
accessories, uses or benefits they do not have; and

(d) Section 55 – a person is prohibited from engaging in conduct which is
liable to mislead the public as to the nature, manufacturing process, the
characteristics, the suitability for the purpose or quantity of any goods.

(13) The ACCC was also concerned the Warranty Representation described in
paragraph 11 above, constituted conduct amounting to false and/or misleading
conduct in contravention of section 53(g) of the Act. This section provides:

(a) Section 53(g) – a corporation is prohibited from making a false or
misleading representation concerning the existence or effect of any
condition, warranty, guarantee, right or remedy.

(14) The ACCC considered the Representations may have led consumers to assume
the Marine Radio was waterproof so as to allow the Marine Radio to be immersed
in water at a certain depth and for a certain period of time.

(15) The ACCC considered the terms waterproof and splash-proofto be distinct terms
which are not interchangeable as a product described as splash-proof may not be
waterproof. Accordingly, the Qualifying Statement appeared to try to negate the
Marine Radio's waterproof claim. In fact, small print, disclaimers or qualifiers
may not remedy a situation where the overall impression created by a
representation is a potentially misleading one.

(16) The ACCC also considered that where a qualifier may appropriately serve to
clarify what is being represented that the qualifier be positioned within close
proximity to the main prominent claim. However, the Qualifying Statement, in a
number of instances lacked proximity in its positioning with that of the
positioning of the prominent font sized term waterproof. By this, the ACCC was
concerned the positioning of the Qualifying Statement may have resulted in it
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going largely unread by consumers, albeit that in this case the Qualifying
Statement did little else but try to negate the overall impression created by the
Representations that the Marine Radio was waterproof

(17) In respect of the definitions forming part of the Representations referred to in
paragraph 10(b) above, the ACCC was also concerned consumers having regard
to these definitions may have been likely to have been misled. Uniden's
definitions were contrary to the JIS classifications which provide the following
definitions:

(a) JIS 2 – Drip proof Type II – Having no harmful influence by drip of water
falling from the range covering 15 [degrees] from perpendicular.

(b) JIS 4 – Splash prooftype – Having no harmful influence by receiving
splash of water from any direction.

(18) The ACCC considered the Warranty Representations may have misrepresented to
consumers the statutory rights available to them pursuant to Part V, Division 2A
of the Act. A manufacturer's own express warranty is additional to, and not in the
place of, the statutory rights. The Warranty Representations did not cover
consequential loss or damage. Whilst a manufacturer can restrict aspects of its
own express warranty, the ACCC was concerned this restriction when read in the
absence of any acknowledgement of the statutory rights available to consumers
under the Act could mislead consumers to understand they had no rights at all.
Under the statutory rights a consumer would be allowed to seek recovery of loss
or damage, including in some cases consequential loss or damage.

(19) Uniden admits it engaged in the conduct described in paragraphs 9, 10 and 11
above.

(20) Uniden acknowledges it may have contravened sections 52, 53(a), 53(c), 53(g)
and 55 of the Act by engaging in the conduct described in paragraphs 9, 10 and 11
above.

(21) Uniden has advised the ACCC it has ceased engaging in the conduct referred to in
paragraphs 9 and 10(a) & 10(b) above, having replaced the term waterproof with
the term splash-proof in all web site based and paper based advertising. Uniden is
also in the process of replacing all Marine Radio product packaging, having
frozen all current warehouse stock as it arranges replacement packaging for both
this stock and for existing stock currently held on hand by various independent
retailers. The subsequent new packaging will contain the term splash proof in
place of the term waterproof

(22) Uniden has also advised the ACCC it has ceased engaging in the conduct referred
to in paragraph 11 above, having amended Uniden's express warranty so as to
acknowledge the additional rights available to consumers pursuant to the Act and
being rights which remain unaffected by Uniden's express warranty.

(23) In response to the ACCC's concerns regarding the conduct, Uniden has offered
this Undertaking to the ACCC.
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COMMENCEMENT OF UNDERTAKING

(24) This Undertaking comes into effect when:

(a) the Undertaking is executed by Uniden and

(b) the ACCC accepts and signs the Undertaking so executed.

UNDERTAKINGS

(25) Uniden hereby undertakes, for the purposes of section 87B of the Act:

Refrain from conduct

(a) not to make any express or implied representation that the Marine Radio is
waterproof unless the Marine Radio is impervious to water so as to allow
it to be immersed for a minimum period of time without hindering the
normal operation of the Marine Radio as substantiated by testing in
accordance with the JIS or an equivalent internationally recognised
standard.

(b) not to make any express or implied representation in respect of any
product Uniden distributes that represents that it is waterproof unless the
product is impervious to water so as to allow it to be immersed for a
minimum period of time without hindering the normal operation of the
product as substantiated by testing in accordance with an internationally
recognised standard.

(c) not to make any express or implied representation in respect of any
product Uniden distributes that represents that the product is of a particular
standard or has performance characteristics, uses or benefits unless such a
representation can be substantiated.

(d) not to make any express or implied representation that exclude, restrict or
modify the statutory rights available to consumers concerning the
conditions and warranties implied into transactions pursuant to Part V,
Division 2A of the Act.

Letters to Marine Radio Retailers / Wholesalers Advising of Refund Options

(e) within 28 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
to send a letter in the form set out in Annexure B to all Uniden retailers
and wholesalers of the Marine Radio which ordered, were supplied,
purchased or otherwise sourced the Marine Radio since 31 August 2006
and which was represented as being waterproof
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(f) within 36 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
provide the ACCC with a list detailing the names and contact details of
each Uniden retailer and wholesaler to which Uniden sent a copy of the
letter in the form set out in Annexure B and referred to in paragraph
(25)(e) above.

New Packaging for the Marine Radio

(g)
 within 28 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
to replace and cause to replace current Marine Radio display box
packaging containing the representation waterproof with a new revised
Marine Radio display box package containing the replacement term
splash-proof in respect to the following:

(i) all current Marine Radio stock held by Uniden which is to be
available for distribution only after having been repackaged in
the revised display box containing the replacement term splash-
proof; and

(ii) all existing Marine Radio stock held on hand by all retailers and
wholesalers of the Marine Radio who are to be advised by
Uniden of the required box replacement by letter in the form set
out in Annexure B and who Uniden is to provide with adequate
quantities of replacement display box packaging upon being
advised of the quantities required by each respective retailer /
wholesaler.

Letters to Uniden Service Agents

(h) within 28 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
to send a letter in the form set out in Annexure C to all Uniden service
agents.

(i) within 36 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
provide the ACCC with a list detailing the names and contact details of
each Uniden service agent to which Uniden sent a copy of the letter in the
form set out in Annexure C and referred to in paragraph (25)(h) above.

Extend Uniden's Express Warranty Protection

(j) to provide, under Uniden's express warranty, coverage for water damage
sustained to all Marine Radios represented as waterproof and purchased
by consumers since 31 August 2006 in accordance with the following:
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(i) Marine Radios represented as being waterproof and found upon
examination by Uniden to have suffered water damage will be
at the owner's discretion repaired (if repairable), replaced or the
purchase price of the Marine Radio refunded subject to the
owner returning the Marine Radio; and

(ii) advice of this extended warranty coverage to be notified by
letter in the forms set out in Annexure B and Annexure C to all
retailers / wholesalers and Uniden service agents of the Marine
Radio purchased by consumers since 31 August 2006 and
represented as being waterproof

Public Notice on Uniden's Website

(k) within 28 days from the date on which this Undertaking comes into effect,
to publish a public disclosure notice in the form set out in Annexure D
and which is to be hyperlinked from the Marine Radio webpage located on
the Uniden website in accordance with the following unless otherwise
agreed with the ACCC:

(i) a hyperlink button is to be located on the left hand side
immediately beneath the words A-S-C- Technology Advanced
Signal Clarity on the Marine Radio webpage; and

(ii) the hyperlink button is to have the words, "Important Public
Notice" in bold black font 14 point size on a white background.

(1) to maintain the public disclosure notice in the form set out in Annexure D
and as referred to in paragraph (25)(k) for a period of 12 continuous
months from the date the public disclosure notice is active on the Marine
Radio webpage.

Trade Practices Compliance Program

(m)to establish and implement a Trade Practices Compliance Program in
accordance with the requirements set out in Annexure E for the
employees or other persons involved in Uniden's business, being a
program designed to minimise Uniden's risk of future breaches of Part V
of the Act and to ensure awareness of its responsibilities and obligations in
relation to the requirements of Part V, including sections 52, 53 and 55, of
the Act, within 3 months of the date of this Undertaking coming into
effect;
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(n) to maintain and continue to implement the Trade Practices Compliance
Program for a period of 3 years from the date of this Undertaking coming
into effect; and

(o) to provide, at its own expense, a copy of any documents required by the
ACCC in accordance with Annexure E.

(26) For the avoidance of doubt, Uniden's obligations under paragraphs 25(m) to (o)
do not apply in respect of any person to the extent that person is no longer
employed or engaged by Uniden.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

(27) Uniden acknowledges the ACCC will make this Undertaking available for public
inspection.

(28) Uniden further acknowledges the ACCC will from time to time publicly refer to
this Undertaking.

(29) Uniden further acknowledges this Undertaking in no way derogates from the
rights and remedies available to any other person arising from the alleged
conduct.

(30) Uniden further acknowledges that a summary of the Trade Practices Compliance
Program Review reports referred to in Annexure E of the Undertaking may be
held with this undertaking on the public register.
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Uniden Australia Pty Ltd, (ACN 001 865 498),

pursuant to section 127(1) of the Corporations Act 2001.

gnature of Director/SecretarySignature of Director

EXECUTED BY:

C nsc).-re-,Ac-No.

(Print) Name of Director	 (Print) Name of Director/Secretary

This 3 iSt day of Jtly 	2007

ACCEPTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND CONSUMER
COMMISSION PURSUANT TO SECTION 87B OF THE TRADE PRACTICES
ACT 1974

Graeme Julian Samuel

Chairman

This	 C day of	 2007

/ 
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Atlantis 250
	

Prim this Page

Email a Friend

VHF Marine Radio	 Range Brciohure PEti:

Operating Manual PDF

This Waterproof VHF Marine handheld unit is ideal for mobile
ma i ine communication. It is fully waterproof and Certified to
meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level. The portable
two-way radio is compact and lightweight and fits easily into
the palm of your hand when you are on your boat.

You are able to switch between 1 watt output, to preserve the
life of the battery and 5 watt output, which provides
maximum transmission power. The Large LCD Display and
Keypad is backlit for easy viewing at night or In low light
situations. The Atlantis 250 is also equipped with Triple Watch
Mode which monitors Channel 16 and Channel 9
simultaneously for a signal while at the same time allowing
you to listen to the selected channel. It also has One Touch
Emergency Channel 16 allowing you at the touch of a button
you have access to emergency channel 16 or channel 9.

Designed in Japan to offer outstanding performance in
virtually all conditions and situations. Unidens Atlantis 250 is
durable enough to take anywhere and ideal for boating,
marine, fisherman, commercial Use, recreational fishing and
so much more. With extended range and crystal clear sound,
the Atlantis 250 is the ultimate in marine communications.

Suggested Retail : 5199.00

OTHEI

Fear

MOrE

Glos!

FAQ

Au th

ULM

TOP J 

Key Features

Designed and Engineered in Japan

Ergonomic and Rugged Design

5 Watts Maximum TX Output Power

Waterproofk$-C-Technolow
tiiw&At l:-70 Signwi
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Uniden Australia ::
Page 2 of 2

Backlit LCD Display and Keypad

Triple Watch Mode

One Touch Emergency Channel 16

Memory Scan

Auto Battery Save

Keypad

Includes:
- 1 x Cradle and Mounting Screws
- 1 x NEMH Rechargeable Battery Pack
- 1 x Alkaline Battery Case
- 1 x AC Adaptor
- 1 x Cigarette Lighter Charger
- 1 x Belt Clip
- 1 x Wrist Strap

Additional Features:

Operating Time: 12hrs

* Range may vary depending on environmental and/or topographical
contlition

TOP

Telecommunications I LCD Televisions I GPS Car Navigation I Transceiver Radios & Scanning Receivers
Digital Cameras I Wireless Networking I

Copyright © 2007 Uniden Australia
I SITE MAP I TERMS & CONDITIONS I PRIVACY POLICY I

All trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners
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Durable enough to take anywhere and ideal for boating, marine. fisherman
and commercial use, Uniden's Atlantis 250 offers outstanding performance in
all conditions. This compact and powerful 5-watt unit has a world standard
certified water resistant grading of JIS4 enabling it to withstand splashes of

water from any direction. With extended range and crystal clear sound the

Atlantis 250 provides the very best in marine communication.

•_• -
atlantis 25

waterproof VHF

E	 Design Marinefiadio
5	 Maximum TX Output Power
Waterproor'
Built for Psuaged Australian and
New Zealand CanditionE
Backlit Keypad and,L.CL) Display.

II Triple Watch Mode
One Touch Emergency Channel 16

I Memory Scan
Auto Battery Save

It Keypad Lock
Includes I x Atlantis 250 VHE Manne Radio
1 x Cradle and Mounting Screws, 1 x NIMH
Rechargeable Battery Pack, 1 x Alkaline
Battery Case , 1 x AC Adapt/A-, 1 x Cigarette
Lighter Charger, 1 x Bolt Clip, 1 x Wnst Strap

C:ateledra mat tIe world stanwrC JIS4 ivaterx.ivt
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GLOSSARY

•A.S C Technology: Advanced Signal Clarity
Technology ensures optimum sound clarity.

•APCO 25: Monitor any un-encrypted APCO
25 phase C4FM and CQPSK system,
including Motorola systems, using 3600
or 9600 bps control channels.

•Auto Battery Save: Automatically saves and
conserves power when not in use.

•Auto Search and Store: Search a given
band of frequencies and store the active
channels into specific channel locations.

•Auto Squelch: Automatically blocks the
unwanted low hissing noise allowing only
strong incoming signals.

• Band: A designated group of frequencies.
• Bank: A bank of memories or channels that

aids sorting and faster scanning.
• Bearcat Engine: Allows the unit to scan

UHF CB channels, AM CB channels and
user programmable channels at the same
time. Dual watch, open scan and group

scan give seamless communication across
the channels and bands.

• Busy Channel Lockout: Disables your
transmitter while activity is detected on
the channel.

• Channels: The number of transmission
frequencies available to transmit or
receive messages.

• D+ Booster (Extreme Distance Booster):
Uses precision matched antennas to
deliver superior range and enhance battery
efficiencies compared to standard
UHF systems.

• Data Skip: Allows the scanner to skip
unwanted data transmissions and
reduces birdies.

•Digital Coded Squelch (DCS): Allows
you to choose from 104 alternative digital
codes that can be sent with your
transmission. The digital code is recognized
by the selected receivers enabling them
to receive the transmission. Receivers
that do not recognize the digital code
remain silent therefore blocking out
unwanted conversations.

• SELCALL: Selective Calling or Tone Calling
allows the user to send a series of tones

• Splashproof: Certified to meet the standard

•Transceiver: Abbreviation for/

that equate to a 5 or 6 digit number (like a\
telephone number) to selectively call a	 .\-7
similarly equipped person.

JIS2. Being defined as having no/armful
influence by drip of water fallinp ,from the/
range covering 15° from perpendicular.

	
I

Transmitter/Receiver, or Tw,6-Way
•Trunktracker IV - (Motorols4 APCO 29/

Digital'', Motorola®, EDACS ® , LTR>"):
Search for and monitor Illthegroups within
a specific trunked digits opnalogue
system. Lockout unwar tgcl groups during the

croups to scan lists.
• VOX Built-In: Handsfre operation is

possible with Voice Actvated Circuitry and
optional headset or spe ker microphone.

•Waterproof: Certified to eet tae world
standard JIS4 waterproo level. Being
defined as ha • g no liar ful influente,t0y,
receiving s	 m dny directiorf! 

UNIDEN-AU—STRALIA PTY-LTD_

345 Princes Highway
Rockdale NSW 2216 Australia
Tel: 02 9599 3355 Fax: 02 9599 4018
www.uniden.com.au

UNIDEN NEW ZEALAND PTY LTD

150 Harris Road
East Tamaki Auckland New Zealand
Tel: 09 273 8383 Fax: 09 274 0009
www.uniden.co.nz

•
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WATTPO

1 x Cradle and Mounting Scremi.:-

1 x NNW Rechargeable Battery Pack

ix Alkaline Battery Case
x AC Adaptor

1 x Cigarette Lighter Charger

1 x Belt Clip
N Wrist Strap

Atlantis 250
Includes:

Artalir*isa

10/13 hrs

A.S.0 Technology
1 drunced Signal Clarity

114R/ArE-

7/e1C4OF

Atlantis 250
VHF Marine Radio

• 5 Watt Waterproof VHF Marine Radio

• Triple Watch Mode

• One Touch Emergency Channel 16

Uniden
Unleash the Power!



Uniden

Hidden An Linden rem, lealard I

Atlantis 250
VHF Ma a Radio

Atlantis 250
VHF Marine Radio

Atlantis 250
VHF Mali Radio

Key Features Include:

• Dimarad End Enginiiiiied in Maim

• Ermininnic and Rtnadid Dioigo

• 5 hail Ma Anttitn Ed ::::our Power hits:min h... s • • porme

Atlantis 250
VHF Mtn e Radio

WATERPowi

Atlantis 250 Contents:
a Atlantis 250 VHF Marine Radio

1 a Cradle and Meeneireg Screws

Matti Rechargeable finery Pack

1 e *dire Battery Case

I a AC Adaptor

I x Cigarette Lighter {hamar

1 A Belt :NB

1 'Wrist Strap
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• Carkii i LCD Disniai and oviii
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10/13 hrs

nodert
Unleash the Power.,

Ideal for:

Boating

Marine

Fisherman

Commercial Use

Recreational Fishing

And More

Uniden
tteterlab tier Kreger!

Great Optional Accessories Available
• Keypad Lac.::::,	 • l ea..:  • mei, arrideitai sey ottsist.

• Indadet t e Cradle anti Moineing arrows, 1 a Hintli dechaigertio
Piidety Peck: 1	 Case. i e AC adapicr,
I a Cigainitii Dating Chapter. ' • Pelt dip and t c Wrist Stem

• And MO,E,

Spenher Mico
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VHF Marine Radio	 • 0na intiM Emergency Channel la

Atlantis 250 Wan 	 "F M.itteRadic

=Title Watch Mode

ersonCen. gras	 eten:intim:cm

10/19 hr

•5 Wan Waterprool VHF an

Atlantis 250
VHF Marine Radio

Uniden
Unleash the Power'

• triple Watch Motif:	 • One Touch Emergency Channel 15

9 322 02 005287

Manufachned in China

Unleash the Power!

Uniden
bittern+ the POlf5,7

Uniden
Unleash the Pesters'

•5 Watt Waterproof VHF Marine Raclin	 • Triple Watch Mule	 *One Touch Emergency Channel 16
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Annexure B

(Uniden Pty Ltd logo and letterhead)

(Date)

(To Marine Radio Retailer / Wholesaler)

Dear Sir / Madam (or personalise),

Misrepresentations concerning Atlantis 250 VHF Marine Radio

I understand Uniden Australia Pty Ltd (Uniden) has previously supplied you with the
Uniden Atlantis 250 VHF Marine Radio (the Marine Radio).

Uniden is writing to inform you that, following an investigation by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), Uniden was informed that its
representations that the Marine Radio was waterproof may have amounted to
misrepresentations in contravention of sections 52, 53(a) and 55 of the Trade Practices
Act1974 (the Act).

Specifically, Uniden represented that the Marine Radio available to consumers since 31
August 2006 was:

"...waterproof. Certified to meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level. Being
defined as having no harmful influence by receiving a splash of water from any
direction".

Other associated Marine Radio representations the ACCC expressed concerns with
included claims, on Uniden's website at www.uniden.com.au, that the Marine Radio was
fully waterproof as well as Uniden's prominent use of the term waterproof displayed by
Uniden in large font size on Marine Radio promotional and packaging material with
qualifying information that did not undo the main representation created.

Whilst Uniden admits it did represent the Marine Radio was waterproof, the Japanese
Industrial Standard (JIS) Uniden used to support its claim, being JIS4, only refers to a
classification of splash-proof The Marine Radio can not, therefore, be immersed in water
for any specific period of time and depth without the possibility of sustaining water
damage.

In response to the ACCC's concerns, Uniden offered a Court enforceable undertaking
pursuant to section 87B of the Act. One of the terms offered and agreed to by Uniden
requires Uniden to write to all its retailers and wholesalers of the Marine Radio advising
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of the issues of concern with the product and for retailers to provide advice on behalf of
Uniden as to the options available to consumers that previously purchased the Marine
Radio represented as being waterproof and which may be seeking information from your
store on the product or reporting problems with the product in respect of its waterproof
qualities. Specifically, please advise purchasers of the following:

1. Consumers which purchased the Marine Radio after 31 August 2006 containing
the representation waterproof have the option of obtaining a full refund of the
purchase price of the product. If a consumer wishes to take up that option, they
should contact [insert name of a Uniden contact person for dealing with the
refunds] of Uniden;

2. Consumers who wish to retain ownership of their Marine Radio will also be
covered for water damage sustained by the Marine Radio during the normal
warranty period provided for by Uniden. Accordingly, if the Marine Radio
sustains water damage during the normal course of use during the warranty
period, Uniden will at the owner's discretion either repair, replace or provide a
refund of the full purchase price subject to the return and assessment of the
Marine Radio.

The additional water protection coverage Uniden is providing is also provided pursuant to
Uniden's obligations under the Undertaking it has given to the ACCC.

If Uniden has supplied you with the Marine Radio in your capacity as a wholesaler of the
product, Uniden requests that you forward a copy of this letter immediately to all the
retailers you have supplied with the Marine Radio purchased after 31 August 2007
containing the representation 'waterproof'.

Uniden also requests that all recipients of this letter, and those in receipt of copies
thereafter, please retain a copy of the letter for their records. Uniden also requests that the
staff of all retailers be made aware of the information in this letter so as to ensure all
relevant consumers are advised appropriately of the option and right referred to in points
one and two above.

Uniden is now in the process of changing the waterproof representations in respect of
promotional and packaging material for the Marine Radio with the product now to be
described as splash-proof Therefore, sales of the Marine Radio containing the
representation splash-proof will not be subject to the issues in this letter.

Uniden is also implementing a trade practices compliance program which is intended to
assist Uniden to avoid making representations that are potentially false and/or misleading
and/or deceptive in the future.
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Should you have any concerns or queries arising from the issues discussed in this letter,
please do not hesitate to contact [insert name of a Uniden contact person or department
for dealing with any such inquiries].

The Undertaking provided by Uniden to the ACCC is available on the public register on
the ACCC's website at www.accc.gov.au.

Yours sincerely,

[NAME]
Director / Product Development Manager.
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Annexure C

(Uniden Pty Ltd logo and letterhead)

(Date)

(To Uniden Marine Radio Service Agent)

Dear Sir / Madam (or personalise),

Misrepresentations concerning Atlantis 250 VHF Marine Radio

Uniden Australia Pty Ltd (Uniden) is writing to all Uniden Service Agents to advise of
the extended warranty coverage Uniden is providing for the Uniden Atlantis 250 VI-IF
Marine Radio (the Marine Radio).

An extension of the warranty coverage for the Marine Radio has resulted following an
investigation by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in
which Uniden was informed that its representations that the Marine Radio was
waterproof may have amounted to misrepresentations in contravention of sections 52,
53(a) and 55 of the Trade Practices Act1974 (the Act).

Uniden represented that the Marine Radio available to consumers since 31 August 2006
was:

"...waterproof. Certified to meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level. Being
defined as having no harmful influence by receiving a splash of water from any
direction".

Other associated Marine Radio representations the ACCC expressed concerns with
included claims, on Uniden's website at www.uniden.com.au, that the Marine Radio was
fully waterproof as well as Uniden's prominent use of the term waterproof displayed by
Uniden in large font size on Marine Radio promotional and packaging material with
qualifying information that did not undo the main representation created.

Whilst Uniden admits it did represent the Marine Radio was waterproof, the Japanese
Industrial Standard (JIS) Uniden used to support its claim, being JIS4, only refers to a
classification of splash proof. The Marine Radio can not, therefore, be immersed in water
for any specific period of time and depth without the possibility of sustaining water
damage.
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In response to the ACCC's concerns, Uniden offered a Court enforceable undertaking
pursuant to section 87B of the Act. One of the terms offered and agreed to by Uniden
requires Uniden to write to all its service agents, as well as all its retailers and
wholesalers of the Marine Radio, advising of the issues of concern with the product and
the options available to consumers that own the Marine Radio.

Uniden requests that all Uniden service agents be aware of the following extended
warranty coverage and refund option applicable to the Marine Radio purchased after 31
August 2006 and represented as being waterproof

1. If the Marine Radio sustains water damage during the normal course of use during
the warranty period, Uniden will at the owner's discretion either repair, replace or
provide a refund of the full purchase price subject to the return and assessment of
the Marine Radio.

2. Once a Marine Radio is assessed by you the service agent and found to have
sustained water damage, please contact the owner advising of the options of repair
(if repairable), replacement or a full refund.

The extended warranty protection for water damage, including the alternative options for
a replacement or refund, are being provided by Uniden pursuant to Uniden's obligations
under the Undertaking it has given to the ACCC.

Uniden requests that all recipients of this letter please retain a copy of the letter for their
records. Uniden also requests that all service agent staff be made aware of the
information in this letter so as to ensure all relevant consumers are advised appropriately
of the extended warranty protection for water damage and the alternative options of a
replacement or full refund as elected by the consumer.

Uniden is now in the process of changing the waterproof representations in respect of
promotional and packaging material for the Marine Radio with the product now to be
described as splash proof. Therefore, sales of the Marine Radio containing the
representation splash-proof will not be subject to the issues in this letter.

Uniden is also implementing a trade practices compliance program which is intended to
assist Uniden to avoid making representations that are potentially misleading and / or
false in the future.

Should you have any concerns or queries arising from the issues discussed in this letter,
please do not hesitate to contact [insert name of a Uniden contact person or department
for dealing with any such inquiries].
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The Undertaking provided by Uniden to the ACCC is available on the public register on
the ACCC's website at www.accc.gov.au.

Yours sincerely,

[NAME]
Director / Product Development Manager.
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Annexure D

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Uniden Australia Pty Ltd Corrects
Atlantis 250 Marine Radio Waterproof Claim

Following an investigation by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC), Uniden Australia Pty Ltd has been informed that its representations that its
Atlantis 250 Marine Radio (Marine Radio) was waterproof may have amounted to
misrepresentations in contravention of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act).

Uniden represented that its Marine Radio, available to consumers since 31 August 2006,
was:

"...waterproof Certified to meet the world standard JIS4 waterproof level. Being defined
as having no harmful influence by receiving a splash of water from any direction".

Other associated Marine Radio representations the ACCC expressed concerns with
included claims, on Uniden's website at www.uniden.com.au, that the Marine Radio was
`fully waterproof as well as Uniden's prominent use of the term waterproof displayed by
Uniden in large font size on Marine Radio promotional and packaging material with
qualifying information that did not undo the main representation created.

Whilst Uniden did represent the Marine Radio was waterproof, the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS) Uniden used to support its claim, being JIS4, only refers to a
classification of 'splash-proof'. The Marine Radio can not, therefore, be immersed in
water for any specific period of time and depth without the possibility of sustaining water
damage.

Uniden has agreed, under court enforceable Undertakings pursuant to section 87B of the
Act offered by Uniden to the ACCC, to offer the following redresses to consumers who
purchased the Marine Radio since 31 August 2006 and which was represented as being
waterproof:
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• Uniden is providing owners of the Marine Radio the option of a full refund of the
purchase price.

• For consumers wishing to retain ownership of their Marine Radio, Uniden will
extend its Uniden warranty to provide coverage for water damage sustained by
Marine Radios during the normal course of use during the normal warranty period.
Owners of the Marine Radio in such circumstances will have at their choice the
option of having the product repaired (if repairable), replaced or receive a full refund
of the purchased price.

Uniden has written to all its retailers, wholesalers and service agents alerting each to the
issues concerning the Marine Radio and the options available to consumers.

Uniden has also undertaken to implement a trade practices compliance program which is
intended to assist Uniden to avoid making such representations in the future.

Uniden is in the process of changing the 'waterproof representations on its packaging
material for the Marine Radio by now describing the product as 'splash-proof . Uniden
has already made these changes to its other promotional material concerning the product.

The Undertaking provided by Uniden to the ACCC is available on the public register on
the ACCC's website at http://www.accc.gov.au. A copy of the ACCC's media release is
also available at http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/2332 

44

Australian
Competition &
Consumer
Commission

This Public Disclosure has been paid for by Uniden Australia Pty Ltd and displayed at
the request of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

Please Note -
• this public notice is to be no smaller than A4 size (210 x 297mm)
• the words "PUBLIC DISCLOSURE" and the bold heading are to be a

size not less than 22 point Times New Roman font .
• the text is to be a size not less than 14 point Times New Roman font.
• the Coat of Arms should not be reproduced in a size less than 20mm

across and must come first before the ACCC logo.
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Annexure E 

TRADE PRACTICES COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

1	 Appointments

1.1 Within one month of the date of the Undertaking coming into effect Uniden will
appoint a Director or a Senior Manager of the business to be responsible for the
development, implementation and maintenance of the compliance program (the

Compliance Officer).

2	 Compliance Officer Training

2.1 Uniden will ensure that, within 2 months of the Undertaking coming into effect,
the Compliance Officer attends practical trade practices training focusing on Part
V, including sections 52, 53 and 55, of the Act.

2.2 Uniden shall ensure that the training is administered by a suitably qualified
compliance professional or legal practitioner with expertise in trade practices law
(the Trade Practices Professional).

2.3 Uniden, within 14 days of completion of training, will provide the ACCC with a
written statement from the Trade Practices Professional confirming the
completion of the training conducted in accordance with 2.1 and 2.2 above.

3	 Staff Training

3.1 Uniden will cause all employees of Uniden whose duties could result in them
being concerned with conduct that may contravene Part V of the Act to receive
regular (at least once a year) practical training administered by the Compliance
Officer (once trained) or the Trade Practices Professional that focuses on Part V,
including sections 52, 53 and 55, of the Act.

4

	

	 Complaints handling

Uniden will:

4.1 develop procedures for recording, storing and responding to trade practice
complaints within 2 months of the Undertaking coming into effect; and

4.2 provide the ACCC with an outline of the complaint handling system within 2
months of the Undertaking coming into effect.
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5	 Internal reporting

5.1 Uniden will ensure that the Compliance Officer reports to their director(s) or
governing body every 6 months on the continuing effectiveness of the
Compliance Program.

6 Review

6.1 Uniden shall, at its own expense, cause an annual review of the Compliance
Program elements (the Review) to be carried out in accordance with each of the
following requirements:

(a)	 Scope of the Review – Uniden shall ensure that the Review is broad and
rigorous enough to:

(i) provide Uniden and the ACCC with a supportable verification that
Uniden has in place a Compliance Program that complies with the
requirements of the Undertaking and is suitable for the size and
structure of Uniden; and

(ii) provide the Review Report and opinions detailed at point 7 below.

(b) Independence of Reviewer – Uniden shall ensure that the Review is
carried out by a suitably qualified, independent compliance professional
with expertise in trade practices law (the Reviewer). The Reviewer will
qualify as independent on the basis that he or she:

(i) did not design or implement the Compliance Program;

(ii) is not a present or past staff member or director of Uniden;

(iii) has not acted and does not act for Uniden in any trade practices
related matters;

(iv) has not and does not act for or consult to Uniden or provide other
services on trade practices related matters other than Compliance
Program reviewing; and

(v) has no significant shareholding or other interests in Uniden.

(c) Evidence - Uniden shall use its best endeavors to ensure that the Review is
able to be conducted on the basis that the Reviewer has access to all
relevant sources of information in the Uniden's possession or control,
including without limitation:
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(i) enquiries of any employees, representatives, agents 	 and

stakeholders of Uniden; and

(ii) documents created by Uniden's consultants, legal practitioners and
accountants for use in Uniden's Compliance Program.

(d) Uniden shall ensure that the first Review is completed within one year and
one month of this Undertaking coming into effect and that each
subsequent Review is completed within one year thereafter.

7	 Reporting

7.1 Uniden shall use its best endeavours to ensure that the Reviewer sets out the
findings of the Review in a Trade Practices Compliance Program Review Report,
which will provide particular and specific information regarding the scope of the
Review and the effectiveness of the Trade Practices Compliance Program
including:

(a) details of the evidence gathered and examined during the Review;

(b) the name and relevant experience of the person appointed as Uniden's
Compliance Officer;

(c) the Reviewer's opinion on whether Uniden has in place effective staff
training, complaints handling programs that comply with the requirements
of the Undertaking; and

(d) actions recommended by the Reviewer to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of Uniden's Compliance Program.

7.2 Uniden shall ensure that each Trade Practices Compliance Program Review
Report is completed and provided to Uniden within one month of completion of
the Review.

7.3 Uniden will cause the Trade Practices Compliance Program Review Report to be
provided to the ACCC within 14 days of its receipt from the Reviewer.

7.4 Uniden shall implement promptly and with due diligence any recommendations
made by the Reviewer or required by the ACCC that are reasonably necessary to
ensure that Uniden maintains and continues to develop the Compliance Program
elements in accordance with the requirements of this Undertaking.
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8	 Requests by the ACCC

8.1 If requested by the ACCC Uniden shall, at its own expense, provide copies of
documents and information in respect of matters which are the subject of the
Compliance Program.

8.2In the event the ACCC has sufficient reason to suspect that the Compliance
Program is not being implemented effectively, Uniden shall, at its own expense
and if requested by the ACCC, cause and interim or additional Review to be
conducted and cause the resulting Trade Practices Compliance Program Review
Report to be provided to the ACCC.
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